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The ever-popular Sundance film festival, snobby Berlin film festival and revered Cannes are the big knobs of the film industry,
but the film festival that has with no doubt the most heart, and made a fortune of money, is the TriBeCa Film Festival
By Daniel Scheffler
FOUNDED BY movie favourite Robert

enough showcases more diverse talent across

for funding is part of the larger battle for

De Niro and philanthropist Craig Hatkoff in

the seas in Qatar where it has co-organised the

creative expression. But then again all this

Doha film festival since 2009.

local focus gives way for a tourist explosion

2002 it was reportedly started as a reaction to
the 11 September, 2001 attacks on the World

Film festivals appear to be relevant on paper,

with people jetting into the city to spend

Trade Center and the ensuing loss of buoyancy

with huge financial influx, big names and

their money, to see as many films as possible

around Lower Manhattan. The mission of

exposure of new talents – but are people still

and possibly promote these films from

the festival was ‘to enable the international

going and what makes it worth going if it’s

wherever they came from.

film community and the general public to

perhaps too elitist or too far?

There is also the brand wagon everyone climbs
onto for instance IWC Schaffhausen, the

experience the power of film by redefining the
film festival experience’ is certainly upheld

STILL RELEVANT

official ‘Festival Time’ partner of TriBeCa

every year as the festival since its beginnings,

After researching the unanimous rejoice is that

Film Festival, who takes this opportunity

has attracted almost four million attendees

yes film festivals are so relevant, so poignant

to release a limited edition ‘Portuguese

from around the world. It screens over 1 300

and so important that they will seemingly

Automatic Edition’ for the festival and a

films and has generated just under a billion

never die out and people will continue to

platinum timepiece that will be auctioned

dollars in economic activity for New York City.

attend and probably try attend more than

off at Antiquorum auction house with

one festival in a year. And with the digital

proceeds supporting the TriBeCa Film

directors, the festival celebrates the city as

world exploding – probably attend online too.

Institute. Oh and let’s not forget the

a major filmmaking centre and an evergreen

The film festival model is designed to simply

IWC private dinner with their ‘friends of

representation in films. But it also supports

showcase new talent. Where else could an up-

the brand’ in the loft of designer Donna

its sub brand, away from its single-location

and-coming, no-budget young filmmaker have

Karan as the hot ticket for the festival. So

physical event brand DNA, and interestingly

a chance to submit a film and have serious

everyone’s on board.

Diverse and a proud supporter of up and coming

critics and critical
audiences see their work.

STILL A FAVOURITE

Whether the audiences

The TriBeCa Film Festival brand does all their

love or hate is not the

planning, executing and celebrations so

point, sharing your

meticulously and craftily that the brand

work of art with the

remains, as far as festivals go, a big

world is what makes the

favourite. A festival like Tribeca serves as an

experience so remarkable

educational platform and the festival does it

and worthwhile.

in an unpresuming way that audiences can

Local talent is of course

appreciate and probably relate to.

another area of focus.

The movie industry is built on bad films, so many

TriBeCa loves to give

of them going out into the world every week,

New Yorkers a chance

and so a class establishment like TriBeCa

to show their work and

comes forward and showcases creative and the

encourages audiences,

proverbial ‘out of the box’ kind of films and

even the widely critical

reminds audiences what creative filmmaking it

New Yorkers, to support

really about. Not just big stars and big budgets,

local film. Of course

but also expressions of human behaviour and

the audiences will

showing the fallible imperfection that is part

also have a chance to

of being human. And that is the reason we still

meet stars, directors,

go and sit in the dark, sometimes alone and

industry people and the

sometimes with a partner, and watch movies.

filmmakers will be able

The experience may be in 3D or whatever

to do the same. As with

gimmick is coming next, but the essence

all artists, searching

remains: true escape.
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